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M O R E T H O U G H T S O N T H E C O M M U N I C A T I V E F U N C T I O N 
O F T H E E N G L I S H V E R B 

The present treatise forms the second instalment of a study dealing with some 
aspects of the shift from verbal to nominal expression within the structure of the 
English language. The first instalment entitled Thoughts on the Communicative 
Function of the Verb in English, German and Czech (Brno Studies in English I, 
Prague 1959, pp. 39—63) has provided a wider setting for the problems to be dealt 
with in the present paper. It has shown that in all the three examined languages 
the verb ranks below the noun in that it displays a definitely lower frequency as 
conveyer of the rheme proper.1 In all the three languages this detracts from the 
communicative value of the verb and promotes the shift towards nominal expres
sion. 

The present study sets out to inquire into the shift from verbal to nominal 
expression in greater detail. It focusses its attention on English, constantly com
paring it with Czech. This comparison will make it possible to ascertain the 
qualitative differences the two languages display in regard to the shift towards 
nominal expression. 

As the starting, or rather zero, point from which the shift may be traced, it is 
proposed to regard the highest degree of communicative value a verb can possibly 
attain. The degree of communicative value of the verb depends on the total amount 
of functions the verb can perform in a sentence at the given moment of communi
cation (spoken or written).2 These functions can be specified as (i) g r a m m a t i c a l , 
(ii) semant ic , and as (iii) those performed within f u n c t i o n a l sentence per
spec t ive . 3 Any disengagement of the verb from a function it could as a verb 
perform weakens its communicative value and contributes towards the shift 
away from verbal expression. 

Let us now comment on the terminology used in reference to the mentioned 
threefold function of the verb. As to g rammar , both the English and the Czech 
verb serve as conveyers of the categories of person, number, tense, mood, and 
voice. In addition, Czech having a fully developed system of aspects, the Czech 
verb functions as conveyer of the category of aspect; English having a fully de
veloped system of expanded tenses, the English verb functions as conveyer 
of the category of actuality. Throughout this paper, the categories of person, num
ber, tense and mood are referred to as p r i m a r y , the other categories as second
ary. This differentiation is vindicated chiefly by the fact that these four cate
gories are the only ones that the copula to be, the simplest English conveyer of 
predicative categories', has been capable of conveying throughout the entire 
historical development of English. 4 As two of these categories (those of person 
and numbor) may also be conveyed by the subject, we have abstained — except 
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in special cases — from qualifying the categories as 'predicative'. We have had to 
resort to this use, as it has proved desirable to avoid unnecessary and cumber
some qualifications. For, onomatologically, the formal expressions of the two 
mentioned categories, whether conveyed by the predicative verb or the subject, 
as a rule refer to (or, name) one and the same item of the extra-linguistic reality; 
this onomatological (or, naming) function,5 however, has to be taken into account 
also on the semantic plane and plays an important part in functional sentence 
perspective. 

B y the seman t i c content of the verb we understand the unspecified total 
amount of meaning conveyed by the verb. If wishing to specify, we distinguish 
between the lexical meaning (notional content) on the one hand, and the grammat
ical meaning on the other. The term 'lexical' is resorted to in all those cases in 
which reference to the non-grammatical, to the exclusion of the grammatical, 
meaning of the verb is made. (It is worth notice that the term 'grammatical 
meaning' covers also the meanings conveyed by the above-named categories 
and thus points to certain overlappings both in terminology and in functions.) 

As to the terminology employed in regard to f u n c t i o n a l sentence perspec
t i v e (to be further denoted as FSP), ' it is the same as that used in the first in
stalment. Besides explaining the terminology (see esp. pp. 39, 42—44), the first 
instalment offers also a summary of the main principles of the F S P theory as 
presented in our previous papers on F S P . 6 

It is to be expected that individual languages wil l differ in the degrees of com
municative value they bestow on their verbs, and consequently in their intensity 
of the shift away from verbal to nominal expression. We are going to trace the 
shift as it manifests itself throughout the structures of English and Czech. In 
doing so, we shall arrange the language phenomena in scales indicating the 
channels through which the shift towards nominal expression may be realized. 
It wil l be found that the frequency and types of such channels in the two languages 
may reveal important quantitative and qualitative differences. 

In this connection it should be stated once for all that we are aware that an 
exact final evaluation of the position of the shift towards nominal expression 
within the system of a language cannot be established without statistical analysis.7 

This quantitative procedure, however, can only take place after sufficient system
atic insight has been gained into the qualitative character of the phenomena 
to be numerically examined. The present paper is supposed to be a modest con
tribution towards such preparatory systematic qualitative analysis. Not being 
the first treatise dealing with nominal expresssion in English, it follows chiefly 
the paths opened up by V. M a t h e s i u s and J . V a c h e k . In the field of functional 
sentence perspective it is based also on results contained in papers offered by the 
present author.6 

I 

In tracing the shift towards nominal expression throughout the structure of 
English, and by way of comparison also throughout that of Czech, we think it 
appropriate to start with the inflexional systems of the English and the Czech 
verb. As we cannot deal with either of the two systems in full, we shall in each 
case confine ourselves to its groundwork trusting that it wil l reveal the characteris
tic trends within the entire system with sufficient clearness. We shall subject to 
the inquiry the tenses of the English indicative (active and passive, simple and 
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expanded), and the English conditionals (active and passive, simple and expanded) 
on the one hand, and the corresponding tenses and moods of Czech on the other. 
The verbs coming within the scope of our inquiry are ordinary notional verbs 
with no conspicuous signs of lexical weakening. In order to establish the shift 
towards nominal expression within the examined systems, we shall inquire into 
the v a r y i n g ex t en t to which the n o t i o n a l componen t s (i. e. the non-auxil
iary elements) of the predicative verb p a r t i c i p a t e i n c o n v e y i n g the f o u r 
p r i m a r y ca tegor ies (those of person, number, tense, and mood8). Let us first 
turn to the inflexional system of the English verb. A t the same time we beg the 
reader to remember that if not otherwise stated our comment concerns simple 
(not expanded), indicative (not conditional), active (not passive) forms, while 
expanded and/or conditional and/or passive forms are expressly denoted as such. 

It is worth notice that in English it is only the notional component of 3rd sg. 
pres. (Father/he calls) that conveys all four primary categories, though functioning 
as sole conveyer of only two of them (i. e. those of tense and mood, the categories 
of person and number being conveyed also by the noun/pronoun serving as 
subject). As to the notional components of the other present forms (I call, we 
call, etc.), they no longer convey the categories of person and number, but merely 
those of tense and mood; and so do the notional components of all preterite forms 
(he called, they called). 

Before proceeding further, we should offer an important word of explanation. By the 
'conveying (indicating)' of a category, we understand — for the purposes of this paper — its 
formal expression by a verbal component (or even by a non-verbal component for that 
matter), auxiliary or notional. As a member of a higher unit, e. g. of the entire verbal form 
or perhaps even of the entire sentence, however, a verbal component is induced to co-operate 
in expressing, i. e. in co- expressing, even those categories which it virtually does not convey, 
but which are conveyed by the other members of the unit. Towards such categories co-ex
pressed by it only on account of its forming part of a higher unit, the component assumes a 
neutral 9 relationship. Thus called in sisters/they called is neutral toward the categories of 
person and number, which it does not virtually convey, but nevertheless co-expresses as 
a member of the unit 'noun/pronoun called'. It might be added that within a unit a component 
is to be considered a co-conveyer of a category not only if it conveys the category parallelly 
with another component (cf. he calls), but also if only its co-occurrence with another compo
nent brings about the formal expression of a category or categories (cf. e. g. the unit / / . . . 
have/has called below, in which only the co-occurrence of have/has and called gives formal 
expression to the category of tense [present perfect] and simultaneously also to that of mood 
[indicative]). — After this explanation we may resume our examination. 

A further reduction in the extent to which the primary categories are conveyed 
by the notional components is displayed by the present perfect (I have called) 
and the past perfect (I had called). As has been just explained, the notional com
ponents (i. e. the past participles) of these forms do not function as sole conveyers 
of tense and mood, but only as co-conveyers of these categories (neither the 
auxiliaries has/have and had on the one hand, nor the notional components on the 
other, being able — by themselves — to convey them adequately). The same 
holds good for the future and for the future perfect, ancWor the present and past 
conditionals (I shall call, I shall have called, I should call, I should have called), 
although the share the respective notional components (the infinitives and past 
participles) have in conveying the primary categories seems to be still smaller than 
that of the notional elements of the present perfect and the past perfect. (In convey
ing tense and mood, the auxiliaries shall/will and should/would, and shall/will have and 
should/would have seem to depend less on the co-operation of the notional compo
nents; they have to come to serve as virtually self-sufficient signals of the future 
tenses and of the conditionals, respectively.) Without the notional components, 
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however, they cannot possibly produce the impression of such formal complete
ness as is achieved when the notional component is clearly no conveyer of the 
primary categories, cf. e. g. the instance I should be calling discussed below. It 
follows that the infinitives and the past participles, which serve as notional com
ponents of the mentioned forms, have still to be regarded as co-conveyers of tense 
and mood, though not such e v i d e n t ones as the past participles of the present 
and past perfects. 

The zero degree of the extent to which the primary categories are conveyed 
by notional components is reached in the expanded and passive forms. In these 
forms it is the non-notional components that function as sole conveyers of the 
primary categories. It should be noted that they show certain formal completeness 
within the discussed forms. That the expanded and passive" forms still remain 
within the inflexional system of the verb is due to the fact that the participles 
function as co-conveyers of secondary categories — the category of actuality 
and/or that of voice. Nevertheless, as they no longer function as conveyers, or at 
least as co-conveyers, of p r i m a r y categories, and as the non-notional elements 
with which they occur have assumed the above-mentioned formal completeness, 
the participles of the discussed forms necessarily remind one of predicative 
adjectives.10 Though they cannot be identified with pure adjectives (the latter 
evidently functioning outside the inflexional system of the verb), within the 
entire system of the language they no doubt come to stand very near the sphere 
of adjectives.11 

Let us now turn our attention to the inflexional system of the Czech verb, and 
examine the extent to which the notional (i. e. the non-auxiliary) components 
of the Czech predicative verb participate in conveying the four primary categories. 
If not otherwise stated our comment concerns indicative (not conditional), active 
(not passive) forms, while conditional and/or passive forms are expressly denoted 
as such. 

We find that all present forms (voldm, voids .. can evidently serve as sole 
conveyers of the primary categories. The same applies to the 3rd persons of 
both sg. and pi. of the preterite (volcH-\a\o, volali/y/a),12 and perhaps even to the 
2nd pers. sg. preterite forms with the proclitic -s (volal-s, jasfos). If, however, 
the auxiliary jsi is used-(volal jsi), a reduction in the extent to which the primary 
categories are conveyed by notional components can be observed. The ?-form, 
i . e. the notional component, can no longer appear as sole conveyer of the primary 
categories. In fact, it serves as co-conveyer of only two primary categories — 
those of number and tense —, being neutral to the primary categories of person 
and mood. (As to number, the notional component of volal jsi conveys it quite 
adequately, yet parallelly with the auxiliary. As to tense, neither the notional 
component nor the auxiliary would be able — by itself — to indicate it adequate
ly.) This holds good for all the remaining preterite forms (with the exception 
of the alternative form of volali jsme, my volali — and analogously jd volal for 
volal jsem —, in which the notional component might be interpreted as neutral to 
person, co-conveyer of number, and sole conveyer of tense and mood).1 3 

A further reduction in the extent to which the notional components participate 
in conveying the primary categories seems to be displayed by the present and 
past conditionals.1 4 True, in conveying tense and mood, the auxiliaries bych, 
bys byli bychom, byli byste ... evidently depend less on the co-operation of the 
notional component than jsem, jsi ... do in conveying the preterite. This is 
because bych and byl bych . . . virtually serve as self-sufficient signals 
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of the present and of the past conditional respectively. Still , the discussed auxil
iaries cannot be interpreted as genuine sole conveyers, for without the notional 
components they cannot produce the impression of formal completeness.15 

The zero degree of the extent to which the primary categories are conveyed 
by notional components is all but reached by the passive (jsemvoldn, -a, -o, byla 
bych voldna). In them, through the endings -, a, -o, -i, -y, -a, the notional com
ponent functions only as co-conveyer of number. Owing to this and to the fact 
that the notional component serves as co-conveyer of the secondary category 
of voice, the Czech passive voice forms still function within the inflexional 
system of the verb. Like the English participles in the passive and in the expanded 
forms, however, they come to stand near the predicative adjectives.16 

The zero degree of the extent to which the primary categories are conveyed 
by notional components is reached by the future tense forms (budu volat, budeme 
volat), whose notional components convey none of the primary categories. Owing 
to the formal and semantic pattern of the future tense,17 however, its notional 
component does not come to stand so near the nominal sphere within the lan
guage system as the notional component of the passive form does. 

We hope to have shown that both the English and the Czech discussed verbal 
forms may be grouped in such a way as to form a scale in which the notional 
components are being gradually disengaged from the function of conveying the 
primary categories; i . e., in other words, in a scale in which the notional compo
nents gradually cease serving as co-conveyers of these categories, the function of 
conveying them being shifted on to the auxiliaries, or — as is the case in English — 
sometimes even remaining unfulfilled altogether.18 The English and the Czech 
scales, however, reveal some important differences in the quantity and in the 
quality of the phenomena they comprise. These differences will come perhaps 
best to light i f the initial, medial and final sections of the two scales are compared. 
The first sections contain notional components that as simple verbal forms perform 
the function of sole conveye r s of the primary predicative categories; in the 
second we find verbal forms with notional components functioning as co-con
veyers of the mentioned categories; in the third, finally, can be found verbal 
forms with notional components d i sengaged from the function of conveying 
the mentioned categories. 

Let us start our comparison by taking the initial sections of the two scales 
first. As has been already pointed out (cf. 76, 2, l ) , 1 9 in standard English the 
notional component of the verb hardly ever appears as sole conveyer of a l l the 
four primary categories. The notional component of the Czech verb, on the other 
hand, does so quite frequently (cf. 77, 4, 1). It follows that whereas the initial 
section of the Czech scale is fairly occupied, its English counterpart would vir
tually be empty but for the occasional subjectless verbal forms found in colloquial 
English (which have been excluded from our observation through the above-stated 
qualification of 'standard'). Further proofs of this important difference between 
the structures of English and Czech will be adduced later on. 

The final sections of the two scales present a very different picture. In Czech 
it is only the future tense that contains notional components fully disengaged 
from conveying the primary categories (cf. 78, 3, 1). In English, on the other 
hand, it is the entire passive voice inflexion and the entire system of expanded 
tenses that present such notional components (cf. 77, 2, 1). Moreover, it should 
be noted that with Czech perfective verbs, .futurity is expressed by means of 
their present tense forms (zavoldm, zavolaji). This in fact further diminishes the 
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number of items found in the final section of the Czech scale, for the present forms, 
though expressing futurity, function as sole conveyers (cf. 77, 4, 1) and so must 
be placed in the initial section of the scale. 

A t this point, one might object that the Czech passive voice forms (cf. 78, 2, 1), 
and to a certain extent even the Czech conditionals (cf. 77, 5, 1), come to stand 
so near the final section that they actually strengthen it. The fact is, however, 
that Czech tends to abstain from the use of the passive, and in those cases in 
which it does resort to it, frequently prefers the so-called reflexive (zavold se, 
zavolali se) to the ordinary passive (bude zavoldn, byli zavoldni). As the "reflexive 
passive' is active in form, it is again due to strengthen the initial and medif.l 
sections of the scale. As to the Czech conditionals, even in writings that should 
pass muster as standard the past conditional is replaced by the present condi
tional. 2 0 This may not be a very weighty argument; it might, however, betray a ten
dency to reduce the number of forms containing more than one auxiliary (cf. 
the archaic pluperfect byl jsem volal). Such reduction of auxiliaries would be iu 
conformity with the tendency to diminish the number of items in the final sec
tion of the scale. 

No such diminishing tendencies can be observed either with the English 
passives or with the English expanded forms. Both are firmly established at 
the end of the scale. As for the English future tense forms, they may be replaced 
by other means as well; all of them, however, with one exception (the occasional 
present tense form, see the examples below) are quite unmistakably in accord 
with the tendency to relieve the notional componentfrom conveying the primary 
categories. (Just cf. / am going to discuss it tomorrow, He is to undergo an exami
nation next week, Mary is coming next Friday, We leave for Prague next month)}1 

On the other hand, it has to be admitted that the English future perfect, which 
comes to stand very near the final section of the scale (cf. 76, 4, 7), is not very 
often used; the past conditional, however, is fairly frequent. 

Last but not least, the Czech preterite forms contribute towards the strength
ening of the initial and medial sections of the scale. As has been shown above, 
with some preterite forms the notional components have passed over to the 
group of sole conveyers (cf. 77, 4,2), with others they remain among co-con
veyers (cf. 77, 4, 4) . w I f this observation is correct, it discloses a process which 
cannot but result in a further strengthening of the initial and medial sections 
of the scale. 

We have proceeded far enough to attempt some final comment on the examined 
English and Czech scales. Within its respective language system, each provides 
channels which lead to nominal expression. The established quantitative and qual
itative differences between the two scales, however, show that the English and 
Czech structures differ in their treatment of these channels.23 Whereas English 
tends to widen them, Czech tends to narrow them down. 

In regard to the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the English scale, 
the following summarizing statement may be offered. The gradual disengagement 
of the notional component from conveying the primary categories, which goes 
hand in hand with a gradual loosening of the grammatical ties between the 
notional and the non-notional components of the verbal form, has its formal and 
semantic consequences. From these two latter points of view, it manifests itself as 
a tendency to dissociate the notional content from the primary categories, i . e., to 
give separate word-forms to the notional content on the one hand, and to the 
primary categories on the other. As we shall be able to show further on, this. 
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dissociating process results in important consequences on the F S P plane, thus ap
pearing as an essential factor in the very act of communication. 

We should now turn our attention to those English predicative verbal forms 
with which the function of conveying the four primary categories remains 
unfulfilled (cf. note 1 8 ). The problem concerns the categories of person and 
number. 

These two categories may be conveyed parallelly by the subject and the predi
cative verb. In consequence, the subject and the predicative verb may appear 
as co-conveyers of person and number and in this respect exhibit the phenomenon 
of concord. Both in Czech and in English, however, there are cases in which no 
concord in person and number between the subject and the predicative verb can 
arise. It is worth pointing out that in the two languages the absence of such 
concord is of different character and leads to different results. In Czech, the 
absence of concord is due to the fact that the verb may dispense with the subject; 
this results in the verb appearing as sole conveyer not only of the categories of 
tense and mood, but also of those of person and number (Odesel 'He left'. Sedime 
a piSeme 'We are sitting and writing'. Cf. p. 77.). On the other hand, in English — 
at least in standard, non-colloquial speech —, the notional form of the predicative 
verb can hardly ever appear in the absence of a subject (cf. p. 76, 2, 1). Never
theless, no concord in person and number can arise2 4 when the verbal form conveys 
neither the category of number nor the category of person. This is so when these 
two categories are being conveyed by the subject alone; i . e., when in fact the 
function of conveying them has been shifted from the verbal form on to the 
subject, the verbal form itself appearing neutral (cf. 76, 3, 7) towards them. 
This holds good especially when the subject is a noun and occurs together with 
a verbal form that remains invariable throughout the paradigm both in the sin
gular and in the plural (e. g., The man stole the purse, The man-had stolen the 
purse). It is evident that under the circumstances the verbal form is incapable 
of conveying all the four primary categories (though not of co-expressing them, 
see bid.), for the noun — the conveyer of the categories of person and number — 
can hardly be regarded as a component of an analytic verbal form. (The personal 
pronoun, on the other hand, seems to have become such a component, although 
it appears to have retained a certain amount of independence; for serving to 
express the subject by means of a separate word, the pronoun comes to occur 
on the same level as the noun.25) In this connection, the question even arises 
whether it is legitimate to regard such verbal forms as finite in the proper sense 
of the word, i . e. as forms that are limited as to number and person.2 6 For though 
such verbal forms enter into a union with elements adequately conveying the 
categories of number and person and accordingly co-express these categories, 
there is no doubt that by themselves such verbal forms utterly fail to specify 
the number and person in question. A l l this induces us to make the following 
observation. The view that it is, so to speak, a prerogative2 7 of the verb to convey 
a l l the four primary categories fully applies to the Czech verb; it also applies 
to the English verb in so far as it is compared with other English parts of speech 
(in the sense that the latter are never capable of conveying all the four primary 
categories); i t is not, however, applicable to the English verb in the sense that it 
would pertain to each form of the English verbal inflexion. 

The above notes, called forth by verbal forms not conveying all the four 
primary categories, reveal one noteworthy phenomenon, and at the same time 
raise an important question. The forms that do not fulfil the function of conveying 
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all the four primary categories are manifestations of what has been termed 
above the dissociating tendency. 

In its realization this tendency leads towards a reduction of the amount of 
formal expression given to one particular semantic element (which in its turn 
refers to an item of extra-linguistic reality). 2 9 Thus in The man stole the purse, 
the form stole no longer conveys (though, of course, co-expresses, cf. p. 76) the 
semantic elements of person and number; these are already indicated by the 
form man. 

The fact that the English verb does not consistently assert the prerogative 
of conveying all the four primary categories raises the question whether this 
does not imply a weakening of the grammatical function of the English 
verb — a weakening which lowers the communicative value of the verb 
and thus contributes to the shift towards nominal expression. In our view, this 
question cannot be answered without at least broaching the problem of the 
grammatical centre of the sentence. In his lectures on English syntax, 2 9 A . I. 
S m i r n i t s k i y voices the opinion that such centre is to be seen in the subject 
('podlezhashchee') (137 ff.). He believes that in grammatical importance the sub
ject predominates over the predicate. The predicate is said to be subordinated 
to the subject, as the latter determines what the former is to refer to. As opposed 
to this, the subject is not subordinated to any member of the sentence (neither 
to the predicative verb nor to any other member); in fact, it is the non-subjective 
sentence elements (i. e. other elements than those constituting the subject) that 
depend on the subject through the predicative verb. Smirnitskiy is fully aware 
that his conception necessarily implies the indispensability of the subject within 
the sentence, and that consequently one has to account for those sentences which 
stand without a subject. As is well known, such sentences are fairly frequent in 
Russian — and, one may add, even more frequent in Czech; they can even be 
found in English though on a much smaller scale and outside the sphere of the 
literary standard. 

In dealing with the suggested problem, Smirnitskiy resorts to his dichotomy 
of the 'sub'ekt' and 'predikat' on the one hand, and of the 'podlezhashchee' and 
the 'skazuemoe' on the other. (The terms 'sub'ekt'' and 'predikat' refer to extra-
linguistic, i . e. non-linguistic, elements brought into mutual relation by the 
speaker's mind; we shall refer to them as the "extra-linguistic subject" and the 
"extra-linguistic predicate" respectively.3 0 The terms 'podlezhashchee' and 
'skazuemoe' denote the words, or groups of words, expressing the aforesaid extra-
linguistic elements in actual speech, i . e. within the sentence; we shall render 
them respectively by "linguistic subject" and "linguistic predicate", or simply 
by "subject" and "predicate".) Smirnitskiy points out that the non-linguistic; 
subject need not always find expression in its linguistic counterpart, but is ofton 
indicated only by the verbal form or merely by the context. Hence, there may be 
sentences without the linguistic subject; but there are none without the non-
linguistic one. In other words, in the light of the extra-linguistic reality there 
are no subjectless sentences. 

Smirnitskiy's observations are no doubt of great theoretical value; in our 
opinion, however, they hardly warrant the conclusion that the subject is to be 
regarded as the grammatical centre of the sentence, for non-linguistic phenomena 
should be kept apart from the linguistic ones. After all, Smirnitskiy himself is 
very well aware of this, for he not only admits the existence of s y n t a c t i c a l l y 
subjectless sentences (see above), but also accounts for his theory, viz. that the 

6 Sbornik FF, A 7 
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subject is to be considered the grammatical centre of the sentence, in syntactic 
terms. It should be noted that he considers the predicative verb to be the grammat
ical centre of a subjectless sentence. He regards it as such, however, merely on 
account of the absence of the subject. For only in the absence of the subject can 
the verb appear independent of any other sentence element. Tn other words, 
Smirnitskiy is of the opinion that the subject must be taken for the very element 
that is always in compliance with the criterion of independence on any other 
sentence element, and that it is eminently fitted to serve as the grammatical 
centre of the sentence. But even this syntactic explanation docs not seem quite 
satisfactory. 

In studying Smirnitskiy's interesting remarks on the subject of the sentence 
(which cannot possibly be dealt with in full), one cannot help raising the question 
whether the mutual relation of the subject and the predicative verb has been 
sufficiently taken into account. Departing from Smirnitskiy's correct observation 
(p. 134) that the most important categories of predication are those of tense and 
mood, we come to the following conclusion. 

Whilst the subject can function as co-conveyer — or sometimes, as in English, 
even as sole conveyer — of the primary categories of person and number, the 
other two primary categories, viz. tense and mood, are adequately conveyed 
exclusively by the predicative verb. On the other hand, however, it is a preroga
tive of the predicative verb (the English verb included, with the provisos stated 
on p. 80) to be capable of conveying a l l the four primary categories. Or, to put 
it differently, whereas the subject cannot convey tense and mood, the predicative 
verb is capable of conveying not only these two categories but also person and 
number. This may frequently induce some languages, e. g. Czech and Russian, 
to dispose of the subject and resort to subjectless verbal sentences. As it is the 
act of predication that calls the sentence into being, this should testify to the 
fact that the subject cannot be considered the grammatical centre of the sentence. 
A t this point, however, it may be argued that there are verbless sentences, i . e. 
sentence structures in which the predicative verb has been disposed of. This 
objection may be met as follows. 

Beside the predicative verb there are other forms of predication and it is these 
forms that come to be used in verbless sentences. In any case, however, these 
non-verbal forms of predication cannot perform the function of adequately con
veying the predicative categories of tense and mood. Wi th in the system of lan
guage, they can only co-exist with the genuine conveyers of predicative categories, 
the predicative verbs. They merely comply with the requirement of language to 
furnish eve ry type of sentence with a predicate. This endorses our opinion that 
the subject cannot be considered the grammatical centre of the sentence, and 
shows that such centre has to be sought for in the predicate — the only sentence 
element that does not show fluctuation. 3 1 The means best fitted for, and most 
appropriate to, constituting the grammatical centre of the sentence is then the 
predicative verb. This brings us back to the question (raised on p. 81) whether 
the fact that the English verb does not consistently convey the four primary 
categories causes a~ weakening of its communicative value and a consequent 
shift towards nominal expression in English. The answer to this question will 
be given in the closing paragraph of the present chapter. 

The observations offered in the present chapter concerned both the starting 
points and the limits of the shift towards nominal expression in English. The 
starting points are to be sought in the tendency to dissociate the notional compo-
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nent from the primary categories, i . e. to give separate word forms to the notional 
content on the one hand, and to the primary categories on the other. This tendency, 
however, is a preliminary to further stages in the shift towards nominal expres
sion — to stages at which the conveyer of the notional content is being disengaged 
even from indicating the secondary categories, the predicative verb eventually 
performing only grammatical functions (those of conveying the primary and 
secondary categories). The gradual loss of lexical meaning naturally lowers the 
communicative value of the predicative verb. 

A certain loss of the communicative value of the English verb can also be observed 
on the grammatical level. The grammatical importance of the verb, however, 
remains high enough, for even the English verb serves as the only adequate con
veyer of the two most essential predicative categories, those of tense and mood, 
and therefore as the most fitted grammatical centre of the sentence. As we shall 
be able to point out later, these characteristic features of the verb set up limits 
to the shift towards nominal expression. The way throughout the system of 
the language towards these limits is rather long. Another section of this way 
will be studied in the second chapter of the present treatise. 

II 

In tracing the shift towards nominal expression we have so far kept within 
the conjugational system without taking into consideration the variety of types 
the notional verb can display. We cannot, however, leave this variety entirely 
unconsidered. For it is to be expected that in regard to the shift towards nominal 
expression the various types may function — in accordance with their specific 
character — either as promotive or as retardative (sometimes even inhibitory) 
factors. In order to illustrate this statement, we wil l briefly inquire into those 
English types which A. G. K e n n e d y 3 2 has termed 'verb — adverb' combinations, 
and which may be exemplified by such items as bear out, own up, blot out, button 
up, bubble over, fall down, etc. (p. 9). A comparison of these verbs with their 
Czech counterparts will enable us to comment upon other verbal types. 

Before attempting, however, any such inquiry, or comparison, we think it essential to be 
clear on the second (postpositive) element of the mentioned combinations. Following J . A. 
Zhluktenko 3 3 and J. Peprnik, 3 4 we do not find it correct to interpret it as an adverb in 
all cases. It cannot be considered as such if it combines with the basic verbal element (i. e. 
the first element) to form a new lexical unit. In this case it changes (as in bear out, own up), 
or at least adds some new significant shade (intensity, aspect36, as in blot out, own up) 
to, the meaning of the basic element (cf. Peprnik 210); according to Zhluktenko and Peprnik, 
it becomes a verbal formative and can be best described as a separated prefix (cf. ib.). 
On the other hand, it does function as an adverb if it leaves the meaning of the basic element 
fundamentally unaffected (as bubble over, fall down), and in consequence could be removed 
from the sentence — obviously at the expense of the semantic completeness of the entire 
sentence, but without distorting the meaning of the basic verbal element (ib.). 

It is extremely difficult, in fact impossible, to draw an exact dividing line between the 
cases in which the postpositive element serves as 'a separated prefix', and those in which it 
functions as an adverb, as the two groups gradually pass into each other. According to Pepr
nik (p. 210), the more general the meaning of the basic verbal element appears to be, the 
greater seems to be the necessity for a separated prefix to specify it (cf. / put it down to his 
influence); and vice versa, the more specified the meaning of the basic verbal element appears 
to be, the greater the probability of the postpositive element to be interpreted as an adverb 
(cf. She put the pot down on the ground). 

Accepting Zhluktenko and Peprnik's term 'separated prefix' for the purposes of the present 
paper, we wish to point out that we do not dare to go the length of denying the post positive 
element denoted by it the status of a separate word.36 As we cannot think of a better one, wc 
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find the term suitable — with the proviso just stated — because (i) it does justice to the 
extraordinarily close union into which the denoted element enters, (ii) takes into account 
the separate forms of the concerned elements, (iii) comes in convenient when a comparison 
is drawn between the denoted element and the inseparable prefix. 

Having explained the difference between the 'verb — separated prefix' combi
nation on the one hand, and the 'verb — adverb' combination 3 6" on the other, we 
propose to continue tracing the shift towards nominal expression. We shall 
concentrate first on the former type, then add some comment on the latter. 

From what has so far been set forth, it may be gathered that the 'verb — 
separated prefix' combination constitutes a lexical unit that may substitute 
for the ordinary verb in its predicative functions. If that is so, we have to ask 
how the forms of the 'verb — separated prefix' combination are affected by the 
dissociating tendency. Approaching the 'verb — separated prefix' combination 
from the suggested angle, we find that in contrast with the ordinary verb it 
contains a component — the 'separated prefix' — that functions neither as sole 
conveyer nor as co-conveyer of any genu ine 3 7 primary or secondary category. 
It follows that the separated prefix is disengaged even from conveying seconda ry 
categories, the role of conveying the categories (both primary and secondary) 
having been taken up only by the basic verbal element. As a component of 
a higher unit — of the 'verb — separated prefix' combination —, the separated 
prefix, of course, at least co-expresses the categories conveyed by the basic verbal 
unit (cf. pp. 76 ff.). This phenomenon is, however, too weak to establish any firm 
grammatical ties between the basic verbal element and the separated prefix. 
The ties by which the elements are being linked up are predominantly lexical 
in character. (The conspicuous weakness of the grammatical ties seems to account 
for A . G. Kennedy's and other scholars' interpreting the postpositive element in 
all cases as an adverb.) 

The fact of the grammatical tie being virtually restricted to only one part of 
the 'verb — separated prefix' combination (i. e. to the basic verbal element which 
may contain auxiliaries) accounts for a certain degree of relative independence 
(or shall we say 'autonomy') w i t h i n the combination of each of the two compo
nents, i . e. of the basic verbal element and of the separated prefix. (Needless to 
say, any feature that contributes to the relative independence of one of these 
two elements automatically raises the degree of 'autonomy' of the other.) This 
relative independence is in accordance with the dissociating tendency, which 
becomes especially apparent if the function of the basic verbal element is taken 
up by one of those highly common and lexically weak verbs, such as take, keep, 
etc.3 8 In such cases, which are very frequent, the relatively independent basic 
verbal element comes to resemble rather closely the semantically weak verb that 
as a kind of copula quite predominantly serves as conveyer of the primary and 
secondary categories (cf. He made a call, He teas making a fresh start on the one 
hand with He made out a prescription, He was making up a prescription on the 
other). (That the weak basic verbal element does not come up on the same level 
with the semantically weak verb is due to the above-described semantic tie within 
the 'verb — separated prefix' combination. Its existence prevents the conveyer 
of the primary and secondary categories [the basic verbal element] to be dis
sociated from the conveyer of notional content [the separated prefix] to such 
a high degree as can be observed with the semantically weak verb [e. g. make] 
followed by a nominal element [e. g. a call] functioning outside the verbal in
flexion. ) 
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From these observations it follows that the 'verb — separated' prefix combi
nations with a semantically weak basic element display a definitely more marked 
shift towards nominal expression than the ordinary notional verbs. This is best 
illustrated by the forms of the simple act. ind. both in the present and in the 
past tense. 

It wil l be remembered that with ordinary notional verbs i t was the simple act. 
indie, present and the simple act. ind. past that displayed the lowest degree of 
the shift towards nominal expression (see p. 76). It was so because within these 
tenses one and the same form served as conveyer of tense, mood (sometimes also 
of person and number) and of notional content. Wi th the 'verb — separated 
prefix' combinations, the situation is different. This particular verbal structure 
has another notional component at its disposal — the separated prefix, which 
can considerably relieve the basic notional component of its lexical duties. This 
is most evident when the basic verbal element i? lexically weak. In this way, aided 
by its own relative independence, the basic verbal element may come very near 
the status of dissociated conveyer of primary and secondary categories. (Cf. 
Tliey fraternize with everybody, He rose early, Finally he recovered, with They get 
on very well with everybody, He got up early, Finally he got round.) 

What has been stated about the present and past tenses could be repeated, 
with due modifications, about the entire inflexional system of the 'verb — sepa
rated prefix' combinations. Recalling what has been said earlier in this paper 
about the English scale of verbal forms (cp. pp. 76—77 with 78—79), we may 
safely state that the shift towards nominal expression wil l be even more marked 
in all those forms of the 'verb — separated prefix' combination that have not 
received our attention in the preceding paragraph. It may not be without interest 
to add that a survey of the forms of the 'verb — separated prefix' combinations 
(especially of those containing a weak basic verbal element) would reveal an 
interesting fact. If the basic verbal elements come near serving as mere conveyers 
of primary and secondary categories, they are as a rule well suited to this role as 
their notional component is usually monosyllabic 3 9 (cf. put in They had put down 
the rebellion). This prevents the semantically weak section (including also the 
auxiliaries) of the predicate from becoming overburdened with long words. 

In the preceding paragraphs we have examined the relatively independent 
character displayed by the basic verbal element and by the separated prefix in 
relation to the consequences it may have for the shift towards nominal expression. 
These consequences will become especially evident i f a comparison is drawn 
between the English 'verb — separated prefix' combination on the one hand and 
the Czech verb with inseparable prefix on the other. 

Such a comparison is being invited by the fact that at least with regard to 
translating from English into Czech, the usual Czech counterpart of an English 
'verb — separated prefix' combination is a verb with an inseparable prefix (bear 
out — potvrdit, own up — pfizndvat se, blot out — vymazat, button up — zapnout, 
zapinat, etc.). Furthermore, it is very significant that whereas in Czech the type 
of the verb with inseparable prefix is highly productive, in English it is no longer 
'a large and vital factor in the development of the English vocabulary' 4 0 and 
shows gradual diminution of frequency (ib.). A highly productive type in English, 
on the other hand, is the 'verb — separated prefix' combination (and in fact the 
'verb — postpositive element' combination in general) which is constantly 
gaining ground in the language.41 These facts, too, invite a comparison between 
the Czech verb with inseparable prefix and the English 'verb — separated prefix' 
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combination. For the benefit of the English reader it may be useful to recall that 
the Czech verbal prefixes are always inseparable, i . e. they are neither separable 
(as the German verbal prefixes may be) nor separated. 

The inseparability of the prefix in Czech impedes the tendency towards dis
sociating the primary and secondary categories. Unmistakably belonging to the 
notional component, the prefix shows no signs of relative independence. On the 
contrary, (i) the g r a m m a t i c a l , (ii) the l e x i c a l , and (iii) F S P f u n c t i o n s 
performed by it raise the communicative value of the entire notional component. 
This is especially so when the notional component is capable of functioning as 
sole conveyer of the primary and secondary categories. As has been shown already, 
the tendency to dissociate these categories is altogether inhibited in such cases. 

From the g r a m m a t i c a l point of view, the inseparable prefix in Czech raises 
the communicative value of the verb in that i t plays a very significant part 
within the system of verbal aspects. If the inseparable prefix occurs together with 
a form capable of separate existence as an imperfective verb, the resulting verbal 
form is perfective (po-divat se, roz-delit, s-chylit, pfi-spet, s-pocitat).** There are 
only a few verbal groups, all small in number, that do not follow suit. 1 3 It should 
be added that apart from prefixes, even suffixes come into play as indicators of 
verbal aspect, turning perfective verbs into imperfectives (cf. vypiti — vypijeti, 
sebrati — sbirati — sbirdvati, rozdati — rozddvati — rozddvdvati).i4: 

Although the verbal aspects in Czech and the verbal aspects in general raise 
a host of questions and problems,4 5 for our purposes it will suffice to state the 
following: the productive means of signalizing aspect (inseparable prefixes, and 
suffixes) form part of the notional component of the predicative verb, rendering 
i t sole conveyer of the secondary category of aspect; the notional component 
gains thereby substantially in grammatical importance. 

The English verb does not display a deve loped sys t em of aspects. True 
enough it exhibits, e. g., a system of expanded tenses which in some cases appear 
to overlap the sphere covered in Czech by the aspects, and employs some of the 
separated prefixes, esp. up and out, to impart a perfective meaning to the 'verb — 
separated prefix' combination. Nevertheless, the grammatical category conveyed 
by the expanded tenses (in contrast with the simple tenses) seems to be best 
denoted as that of 'actuality', whilst the perfective meaning of the separated 
prefixes has to be treated rather as a lexical phenomenon than a grammatical 
category.46 These observations might seem to entitle us to regard the mentioned 
phenomena as disposed of and to lead us to resume our discussion of the Czech 
inseparable prefixes. Yet they involve some issues that are not without relevance 
to the inquiry into the grammatical function of the Czech prefixes. 

It does not seem inappropriate to argue that in the course of historical develop
ment, the category of 'actuality' and the perfective meaning of some of the 
separated prefixes have come to be used in English in order to strengthen the 
gradually weakening position of the verb within the system of the. language. 
Owing to the intensive English shift towards nominal expression, however, this 
strengthening tendency remains confined within certain limits. Let us just recall 
that i n expressing the secondary category of actuality, the notional component 
of the expanded tense form appears merely as co-conveyer of this category. This 

i s also one of the causes that make the notional component of the ModE expanded 
tense form stand rather close to the sphere of adjectives (cf. p. 77). As to the 
separated prefix, it is its failure to form a genuine grammatical tie with the basic 
verbal element that detracts from the force of the above-mentioned strengthen-
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ing tendency. A l l this goes to prove that, lexically and grammatically speaking, 
the degree of communicative value displayed by the verb depends on how closely 
the lexical and grammatical ties coexist with each other within the verbal form. 
The closest coexistence wil l naturally occur within a synthetic (one-word) verbal 
form, which welds the notional component and the conveyer(s) of the (primary 
and secondary) categories into one compact whole. In this connection, the im
portant part played by the Czech inseparable prefix in raising the communicative 
value of the verb becomes especially evident. For the function of the inseparable 
prefix is not merely grammatical, but also lexical (semantic), which facilitates 
the above-mentioned coexistence of ties. This statement makes it imperative to 
inquire into the l e x i c a l function of the Czech inseparable prefix. 

It is only in a few small non-productive groups in which the Czech inseparable 
prefix performs no lexical functions, i . e. conveys no lexical meaning, but acts 
solely as a grammatical means marking out the perfective aspect. In all other 
cases it enlarges the semantic content of its verb. This is particularly evident 
with the perfective verb 4 7 (see more about i t on p. 88). But in comparison with 
the unprefixed verb, even an imperfective verb gains in vividness i f it contains 
an inseparable prefix (cf. chyliti — s-chylovati).i8' 4 9 From the point of view of the 
entire language system, the lexical significance of the Czech inseparable prefix 
is further increased by the wide possibilities displayed by the prefix in combining 
with verbs; this very increase appears to be a very powerful retardative factor 
in regard to the shift towards nominal expression. A comparison of Czech with 
English wi l l help to clarify the matter. 

Comparing the Czech inseparable prefixes with their English separated coun
terparts, we find that the latter are much more limited in their range of applica
bility than the former. As has already been pointed out (p. 85), they combine 
predominantly with monosyllabic verbs (of Germanic origin). This means that 
a considerable number of verbs is more or less denied the possibility of combining 
with separated prefixes. (The range of applicability of the Czech inseparable 
prefixes, on the other hand, is virtually unlimited.) Yet, as is well known, the 
'verb — separated prefix' combinations are on the increase, new formations, or 
rather old formations with new meanings, constantly springing into being. This 
increase in new meanings, especially with such highly frequent monosyllables 
as get, make, put, take, keep, etc., etc., makes the combinations more and more 
dependent on the context,4. e. on the rest of the sentence, for exact interpreta
tion of their meanings.5 0 

With the Czech verb containing an inseparable prefix, however, the matter is 
different. Owing to the wider range of applicability of its inseparable prefix and 
the fuller semantic content of its verbal base, such Czech verbs are as a rule less 
dependent on the context than the English 'verb — separated prefix' combina
tions. (Cf. the dependence on the context of the combination 'put on' in the 
following sentences (it is well set off by the semantically full Czech verbs): He 
put on his shoes (Obul se), He put on his coat (Oblekl si kabdt), He put on an air of 
innocence (Pfedstiral nevinnost), They put on a new play (Uvedli novou hru), 
He put on flesh (Ztloustl), She put on coals (Pfilozila), etc.) As the rest of the sen
tence on which a verb may depend for its exact meaning can obviously be de
scribed as non-verbal, any degree of the described dependence accordingly con
tributes to the shift away from the verbal expression within the system of 
language.61 

Having touched upon the grammatical and semantic functions of the Czech 
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inseparable and of the English separated prefix, we still have to add some comment 
from the f u n c t i o n a l sentence pe r spec t i ve point of view (cf. p. 75 and note8). 
In order to do so, we must concentrate on those Czech verbs which become per
fective owing to the special relation existing between the inseparable prefix and 
the remaining (non-prefix) part of the verb (cf. p. 87). 4 2 Leaving aside the second 
instance sphere51", we can easily see that as a rule the inseparable prefix of the 
described perfective verbs tends to convey a more or less distinctly higher amount 
of communicative dynamism than the non-prefix part. This is not only the case when 
the non-prefix part is thematic (as -kroutU after u-, vy-, pre- in Tak dlouho Urn 
ten chlapec kroutil, az to ukroutiljvykroutil. 'The boy went on twisting it until he 
twisted it off/out'.62) bu"t also when it is non-thematic (as trhal after roz- in Tak 
se zlobil, $e roztrhal vhchny dopisy. 'He was so angry as to tear up all the letters'.). 
In either case it is the semantic content of the prefix conveying a specification 
of the outcome of the action that attracts the hearer's/reader's special attention. 5 3 

And it is a perfective verb of the described type that is deliberately chosen by the 
speaker/writer if he wishes to induce the described reaction on the part of the 
hearer/reader.54 It follows that the inseparable perfective prefix plays a not 
insignificant part in the act of communication. 

Of course, it must be admitted that the position (and function in general) of 
the inseparable prefix within the sequence of sentence elements cannot be identi
fied with that of a separate word. This is due to the close grammatical and lexical 
ties existing between the prefix and the non-prefix part of the verb. Owing to 
these ties, the possible high degree of communicative dynamism, though sepa
rately conveyed by the prefix, eventually raises the communicative dynamism 
(to be further denoted as CD) of the en t i re word-form. Needless to say, this 
very fact remarkably strengthens the communicative value of the Czech perfec
tive verb of the described type and again considerably impedes the shift towards 
nominal expression within the system of the Czech language. 

Turning now our attention to the English separated prefix, we find that outside 
the second instance sphere, it usually conveys a distinctly higher degree of C D 
than the basic verbal element to which it belongs. In contrast with the Czech in
separable perfective prefix, however, it seems to add relatively little CD to the 
non-prefix part (the basic verbal element). This is no doubt due to the relative 
independence (the 'autonomous' character) of each of the components of the 
'verb — separated prefix' combination, and to the consequent loosening of the 
grammatical and lexical ties between them. Within the system of the English 
language, all this brings the separated prefix nearer the sphere of adverbs and 
prepositions, which may be homonymous with the prefix but function outside 
the inflexional system of the verb. Moreover, in conformity with the basic dis
tribution of CD, the separated prefix may show a further rise in CD i f its separa
tion from the basic element is increased by an intervening word or group of words. 

Winding up our inquiry into the Czech verbs with inseparable prefixes on the 
one hand, and into the English 'verb — separated prefix' combinations on the 
other, we can state the following: whereas the Czech type retards, or sometimes 
even inhibits, the shift towards nominal expression, the English type rather pro
motes it. Promotion of the shift is also favoured by the fact that it is difficult 
to draw an exact dividing line between the 'verb — separated prefix' combinations 
and the 'verb — adverb' combinations. For the greater uncertainty there is about 
the closeness of the lexical tie between the basic verbal element and the postpos
itive element, the more evidently each of them comes to function outside the 
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inflexional system of the verb. This certainly covers a large number of cases where 
in consequence a certain amount of semantic content ceases to be conveyed by 
the verb and is passed on to another, non-verbal element of the sentence. As 
a result of this, what could often be expressed by an inseparable prefix in Czech 
is conveyed in English by an element that is no longer lexically or grammatically 
tied up with the basic verbal element into one verbal form. (Cf. the following 
English instances with their Czech translations: He pulled out his watch, Vytdhl 
hodinky; Stanley pushed back his chair, Stanley odstrcil zidli; They'd go off into 
the bush together, Zajdou si spolu do lesa.65) Therefore, in a way, even pure 'verb — 
adverb' combinations contribute to the shift, although, as a rule, their basic 
verbal element is of somewhat greater semantic weight than that of the 'verb — 
separated prefix' combinations. 

I l l 

In mapping out the shift towards nominal expression in English, we have so 
far been tracing the tendency to dissociate the notional content of the verb on 
the one hand and the primary and secondary categories on the other, as it is 
manifested in the groundwork of the English verbal inflexion in general and with 
'verb — postpositive element' combinations in particular. Continuing the deline
ation of the shift, we cannot describe all its forms and stages in equal detail. 
Wishing, however, to cover — even i f with varying intensity — as much as possible 
of the entire field, we have decided to resort at least to a very brief survey of 
some important forms and stages of the shift not to be specially dealt with in 
this paper. This very brief survey, forming the close of the present treatise, 
however, wil l provide a suitable frame for the phenomena to be discussed i n the 
third instalment of our series on the communicative function of the English 
verb. 5 6 

It has perhaps been gathered from the previous pages that the intensity of the 
shift towards nominal expression increases in that the tendency of dissociation 
affects not only the primary, but also the secondary categories. It obviously 
follows that this tendency attains full realization where not only the conveyers 
of the primary, but also those of the secondary categories have been completely 
relieved of lexical meaning. It is only at this stage of the shift that the nominal 
tendency within verbal predication has been fully embodied in fact: the finite 
verb performs only its grammatical function of predication, while the predicated 
lexical meaning is expressed entirely by non-verbal elements. As a matter of 
fact, it is perhaps only the copula to be that reaches this stage, but there are a 
large number of verbs in English that have more or less approached i t . 5 7 As has 
been established by V . Mathesius and other scholars, the described nominal 
tendency within verbal predication is one of the characteristic features of Eng
l ish. 5 8 It becomes especially conspicuous i f English is compared with another 
language (e. g. with Czech) in which the nominal tendency within verbal predica
tion is by far not given such full play. 5 9 

Reviewing the section of the shift we have so far covered, we may sum up the 
offered observations as follows. The gradual growth of the tendency to dissociate 
the (primary and secondary) categories is directly proportioned to the gradual 
growth of the intensity with which the finite verb is being deprived of its lexical 
content. From the F S P point of view, these two tendencies bring about a gradual 
weakening of the amount of CD conveyed by the finite verb, which (within the 
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basic instance levels) tends to become a purely transitional element. Some of 
the phenomena resulting from the mentioned grammatical, lexical and F S P 
interrelations wil l be dealt with in the third instalment of our series on the com
municative function of the English verb. 

The indicated trend towards nominal expression, however, continues. As the 
total communicative value of the finite verb has come to depend merely on 
grammatical functions, the next steps to be taken seem to consist in dispensing 
with the services of the verb altogether. A condensator, chiefly an infinitive, parti
ciple or gerund, is frequently used to make a sentence 'do without a subordinate 
clause the use of which would otherwise be indispensable'.6 0 (Just cf. the items 
sitting — sedel; play — hrdli; your coming — pfichdzite in Sitting under the tree, he 
watched the children play — Sedel pod stromem a dival se, jak si deti hrdly; I am 
surprised at your coming so late — Pfekvapuje me, ze pfichdzite tak pozde'.) Even 
the mentioned condensators, however, do not represent the final stage of the 
indicated trend. Though virtually nominal in character, they still possess grammat
ical features that necessarily remind one of the predicative verb: they are ca
pable of giving partial formal expression to the primary predicative category of 
tense (expressing at least the relative concepts of simultaneousness and of priority 
(cf. to call — to have called, calling — having called) and full formal expression 
to the secondary category of voice (cf. to call — to be called, calling — being called). 
The final stage of the trend is reached by verbless (purely nominal) sentences,61 

in which the services of the verb are dispensed with altogether, the predicative 
function being taken over entirely by non-verbal elements. (Cf. Another silence. 
Then he overtook her.ez — Cheers. Loud cries of 'No\ Vehement cheering.62 — All 
a mistake.63 — Wonderful thing that! 831 M) 

We have traced the indicated trend down to its final stage. A t the same time, 
however, we have come up against the limits of the shift towards nominal ex
pression. This requires a word of explanation. It is true enough that verbless 
sentences exist both in English and in Czech (in the former even on a larger 
scale than in the latter). 6 5 It follows, however, from what has already been put 
forth (on pp. 82—83) that it is absurd to think that within a reasonably long and 
normal English or Czech utterance, they could oust the verbal expression alto
gether.6 6 This is impossible because both in English and in Czech the predicative 
verb functions as a grammatical centre, most adequately conveying those catego
ries whose linguistic expression is of paramount importance for the interrelation 
of language, thought and reality. (It is naturally the predicative categories, 
first and foremost those of tense and mood, that we are referring to.) In other words, 
i t can be said both for English and for Czech that i f it were not for the predicative 
verb, which serves as the principal and most adequate indicator of the correlation 
of what is being thought and the extralinguistic reality, 6 7 neither the verbless 
sentences nor the condensators68 (both of which are only inadequate indicators 
of the mentioned correlation) could assert themselves. It also follows from the above 
that the ultimate limits imposed upon the shift towards nonjinal expression are 
to be sought for primarily on the grammatical level. The intensity, however, 
with which the shift can come up to these limits depends on the interrelations 
ascertainable between the grammatical, lexical and F S P levels. This brings us 
to the second part of our brief summarizing survey, in which we intend to com
ment on the shift from the F S P point of view. 

Within the system of F S P the verb can convey any degree of CD ranging 
between that of theme proper and that of rheme proper. Not only in English, 
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but also in German and Czech, a tendency is at work to remove the verb from the 
rheme proper end of the indicated gamut and to establish it within the transitional 
section of this gamut. It is obvious that this tendency reduces the communica
tive value of the verb and has its share in the shift away from verbal expression. 
The degree to which the mentioned tendency attains realization depends on the 
structure of the language in question. A case in point is, for instance, the neutral
ity displayed by the English verb in regard to positiveness or negativeness. The 
following note wil l show how — owing to special interplay of the grammatical, 
lexical and F S P levels — this phenomenon raises the number of English instances 
in which the verb is barred from functioning as a rhematic element. 

As J.Vachek has shown, the English verb is, by itself, neither positive nor 
negative; "the negative or positive quality is imparted to it only by the con
textual presence or absence of a negativing word in the sentence in question". 6 9 

In contrast with Czech the English finite verb form may quite legitimately 
occur within a n e g a t i v e sentence without explicitly expressing the notion of 
negativeness. As is generally known, the English sentence may, for instance, be 
rendered negative through the mere combination of the negativing particle 
with a non-verbal element (cf. e. g. the following English and Czech instances: 
She did nothing, Nedelala nic; She had no children, Nemela deti). From the grammat
ical, semantic and F S P points of view, this means a considerable decrease in 
the communicative value of the English predicative verb. Grammatically speaking, 
the verb forfeits the possibility of being linked up with other negatived 
sentence elements in what might be called after V . Mathesius 'negation concord'; 7 0 

Semantically speaking, the decrease in the communicative value of the English 
verb under the described circumstances is most evident when the verb performs, 
or has come very near performing, the function of a mere conveyer of primary 
and secondary categories. A l l this affects the F S P of the sentence. As the negativ
ing word is a special semantic-contextual means that (within the first instance 
levels) renders the element with which it occurs rhematic (and sometimes even 
turns it into rheme proper), its occurrence with a non-verbal element excludes 
the verb from the rheme of the sentence. In consequence, the verb becomes 
shifted into the transitional part of the sentence; it may even become a purely 
transitional element if it serves as a mere conveyer of the primary and second
ary categories.71 

Another case in point revealing the influence exercised upon F S P by the 
structure of English is the fixed position of the English verb. As we have shown 
in our Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the Verb in English, German 
and Czech (see p. 74), the fixed position does not render the English verb insuscep
tible to F S P ; in certain circumstances, however, it contributes to a further lower
ing of the communicative value of the English verb, and in this way also to the 
promotion of the shift. This happens in all those cases in which the co-operation 
of the means of F S P permits the basic distribution of CD to render an element 
following the verb more dynamic than the verb itself. 7 2 As regards the relation 
of the fixed position of the verb to F S P within emotive word-order, the question 
has been dealt with in connection with the F S P of OE and. ModE questions in 
Some Thoughts on the Function of Word-Order in Old English and Modern: English,6 

pp. 90 ff. Further comment on this relation will have to be deferred to another 
occasion. Here it should only be noted that the tendency to fix the position of 
the verb even within emphatic word-orders also promotes the shift towards 
nominal expression: being only exceptionally able to be shifted into an emphatic 
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position, the English verb is regularly deprived of another possibility to raise 
its communicative value. A full treatment of the questions suggested in the 
present paragraph, however, has to await further research. Their solution would 
undoubtedly throw further light on the effect exerted by F S P , in view of 
the comparatively fixed word-order, on the shift towards nominal expression 
in English. 

We have come up to the close of the second instalment of our series of papers-
dealing with the function of the English verb in the very act of communication. 
In the present instalment, we have mostly examined this function in regard to 
the grammatical and lexical levels, only briefly touching upon the level of F S P . 
The function of the verb on the F S P level, however, has already been treated 
of in the first instalment (see p. 74) and will be taken up again by another one 
which is to follow. 

N O T E S 
1 A term used in the analysis of functional sentence perspective. Cf. p. 75. 
2 Like the previous instalment, even the present one deals only with written communi

cation. 
3 This threefold approach has been suggested to us by F. Danes's paper Vedlejsi v&,y 

uiinkovi pfirovndvaci se spojkou,,nez aby" (Consecutively Coloured Comparative Subclauses 
Introduced by the Conjunction NEl ABY), Nase reS38/1955, esp. p. 20. Cf. also L. DolezeJ, 
Zdkladni lyp epicke vity u B. Nlmcove a M. Pujmanove (The Basic Type of Narrative 
Sentence as Found with B. N&mcovd and M. Pujmanovd), Nase fee 41/1958, esp. p. 23. 

1 This wording still holds good even for Modern English, although the Mod. E . copula 
to be is no longer fully (i. e. in all its forms) capable of conve3-ing all these four categories. 
It is, however, fully capable of conveying the two most essential predicative categories, i. e. 
those of tense and mood. The problem of the most essential predicative categories will be 
taken up later (see p. 82). 

5 On the onomatological (naming) function of endings see V. Skalifika, Vztah morfologie 
a syntaxe (The Relation of Morphology and Syntax), Slovo a slovesnost 18/1957, pp. 66 ff. 

6 Pozndmky k problematice anglickeho slovniho pofddku s hlediska aktudlniho Elenlni vitneho 
(Some Notes on the Problem of English Word-Order from the Point of View of Actual Sentence 
Analysis [i. e. of ESP]), Sbornik filosoficke fakulty brn&nske universitu 1956, A-4, pp. 93—107. 
K otdzce nezdkladovtfch podmhu v souiasne angliStini, Pflsp&vek k theorii aktudlniho Slenini 
velneho (On the Problem of Non-Thematic Subjects in Contemporary English, A Contribution 
to the Theory of Functional Sentence Perspective), Gasopis pro moderni filologii 39/1957, pp. 
22—42 and 165—173; Some Thoughts on theFunction of Word-Order in Old English and Modern 
English, Sbornik filosoficke fakulty brninske university 1957, A-5, pp. 72—87; Bemerkungen 
uber einen deulschen Beitrag zum Problem der Satzperspektive, Philologica Pragensia 1/1958, pp. 
49—54. Of..also K vyjadfovdni aktudlniho ilenSni v angliStinS (On Functional Sentence Perspec
tive in English), published in 0 vedeckem. pozndni soudobych jazyku (On the Research into 
Contemporary Languages), Prague 1958, pp. 250—252. The first two Czech papers are provided 
with extensive English summaries. 

7 On the relation between qualitative and quantitative language phenomena, see B. Trn k a, 
Kvantitativni linguistika (Quantitative Linguistics), Gasopis pro moderni filologii 34/1951, 
pp. 66-74. 

8 The indicative form is to be interpreted as a non-marked member within the system 
of modal forms. This, however, does not mean that the kind of modality conveyed by the 
indicative lacks formal expression. The indicative does not convey a merely logical implica
tion of the relation of objective fact between the subject and predicate, but marks this rela
tion out formally, grammatically. See L'. Burovic, Moddlnost (Modality), Bratislava 1956, 
pp. 11 ff. 

9 'Neutrality' is an important concept for the interpretation of English structure. On thfc 
neutrality of the English verb towards negation, see J . Vachek, Obecny zdpor v angliltini 
a v ieSlini (Universal Negation in English and Czech), Facultas Philosophica Universitatis 
Carolina* Pragensis, Prague 1947, p. 70. 

1 0 Cf. what G. O. Ourme has to say on the matter in A Grammar of the English LanguageII, 
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Boston 1935, p. 68. "Our two participles, present and past, though often true verbs in force, 
frequently remain adjectives in function, so that they, like any adjective, can serve as predicate 
after a copula. 'He is working in the garden'." (Italicized by the present author.) 

1 1 This is remarkably borneoutby the following instance. 'By this time Lottie was very red 
in the face and breathing heavily'. (Collected Stories of Katherine Mansfield, Constable, London 
1948, p. 214.) The copula was is being shared by the pure adjective and the iw -̂component 
of the expanded form, which testifies to a similarity in function between the two. 

l l a The forms illustrating the groundwork of the Czech inflexional system are those of 
the verb volati 'to call'. 

1 2 As we are examining the extent to which the notional components participate in convey
ing the primary categories, no account is taken of the secondary category of gender. But 
see note I 6 . 

1 3 The problem of the Czech preterite is very complicated. Cf. p. 79 and note22. 
1 4 The reduction may not be so quite apparent with the 3rd sg. and pi. of the present 

conditional. In these forms the notional components can function as sole conveyers of number 
(if occurring subjectless), cf. uolal by, volali by. 

1 6 It might be argued that jsme in volali jsme produces -an analogous impression of formal 
completeness. Yet this completeness is not accompanied with sufficient completeness in 
meaning. Jsme cannot be interpreted as sole conveyer of the category of tense, for the tense 
expressed by the entire form is not the present (which the form jsme conveys when function
ing 'on its own'), but the preterite. Cf. the observations on has/have on p. 76. 

1 6 In the passive, in the preterite and in the conditionals, the endings also convey the 
secondary category of gender. A differentiation of this category, however, both in the singular 
and in the plural, is consistently carried out merely in writing. In the spoken language, the 
situation is different. As we are concerned with written communication only (cf. note2), let 
us just mention in passing that the written endings -i and -y have one and the same counter
part in the spoken standard ([-»]). Moreover, in colloquial spoken Czech, the ending [-i] is 
used throughout the plural for all three genders. — As the category of gender is also conveyed 
by the endings of adjectives, it may be asked whether this fact does not affect the notional 
components of the passive, of the preterite and of the conditionals, in that it places them 
nearer the predicative adjectives. Such an interpretation, however, would be applicable 
only to the notional component of the passive, not to the I-component contained by the 
preterite and by the conditionals. Whereas the former is entirely neutral to tense and mood 
{cf. J . Gebauer—P. Travnicek, Pfiruini mluvnice jazylca feskeho [A Handbook of Czech 
Grammar], 6th ed., Prague 1939, § 505), the latter is capable of functioning even as sole con
veyer of all the four primary categories. In this way, the -̂component becomes most closely 
connected with the core of the inflexional system of the Czech verb. 

1 7 On the less apparent nominal character of the notional component of the Czech future 
tense form, see J . Vachek, Some Thoughts on the'So-Called Complex Condensation in Modern 
English, Sbornik filosoficke fakulty brninske university 1955, A-3, p. 71. 

1 8 For cases in which the function of conveying the four primary predicative categories 
remains unfulfilled, see the closing part of the present section (pp. 80 ff.). 

1 9 In order to facilitate quick reference to relevant observations made on previous pages, 
we have resorted throughout the present comparison (pp. 78—80) to giving not only the page, 
but also the paragraph and the line on which the statement in question begins. 

2 0 Cf., e. g., M. Grepl, Vyvoj spisovni destiny za obrozeni a jazykovd theorie (The Development 
of Standard Czech in the Time of National Revival and the Theory of Language), Sbornik filo
soficke fakulty brnSnske university 1958, A-6, p. 74. 

2 1 Czech may also occasionally use the present to express futurity (Jedu zllra do Prahy, 
'I am going to Prague tomorrow'). 

2 2 This would testify to a tendency gradually transferring the Czech preterite into the 
sphere of synthetic forms, and is in agreement with J. Vachek's interpretation put forth in 
Some Thoughts... (note1'), p. 71. F. Kopefiny goes the length of considering the Czech 
preterite synthetic. See his Povaha SeaMho preterita (The Character of the Czech Preterite), 
Nase fed 34/1950, pp. 85—89; Zdklady Seske skladby (Fundamentals of Czech Syntax), Prague 
1958, pp. 93—95; Problem (eskiho ,,pfiiesti minuleho cinn&ho" v historii ieskeho mluvnictvl 
(The Problem of the Czech 'Past Participle Active'' in the History of Czech Grammatical Thought), 
Sbornik v tshest. na akademika Aleksanddr Teodorov-Balan po slutshai devetdeset i petschata mu 
godishnina, Sofia 1955, pp. 293 — 300. Kope6ny's views have been opposed by F. Travnifiek 
in K lesktfm opsantfm tvarum slovesn'jjm (On the Czech Periphrastic Verbal Forms), Slovo 
a slovesnost 19/1958, pp. 1 — 16. Cf. further Kopefiny's reply and Travnicek's rejoinder in 
the Slovo a slovesnost 19/1958, pp. 277-282, and 20/1959, p. 80, respectively. 
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2 3 These differences between English and Czech have been we]] prepared in the course of 
historical development; cf. J . Vachek's paper Some Thoughts... (note17), esp. pp. 68 ff., 
which also deals with the Czech and English attitudes towards nominal expression as seen 
in the light of historical perspective. 

2 4 See R. W. Zandvoort, A Handbook of English Grammar,5 Groningen 1953, § 746. 
2 5 Cf. G. 0. Curme, A Grammar of the English Language II, (note 1 0), p. 7. 
2 8 Cf. H. C. Wyld's Universal Dictionary oj the English Language, London 1936, entry 

finite. 
2 7 Cf. F. KopeSny, Fundamentals of Czech Syntax (note22), p. 41, and F. KopeiSny,Dve~ 

pozndmky k pfisudku v teltini (Two Notes on the Predicate in Czech), Nase fei 33/1949, p. 130. 
2 8 This applies even to such semantic elements which allow of a high degree of abstraction 

and in consequence are apt to constitute the semantic content of a grammatical category. — 
On the differences between lexical and grammatical abstraction, see 1. Poldauf, 1'odil mluv-
nice a nauky o slovniku na problematice slovesniho vidu (The Shares of Grammar and Lexicology 
in the Problems of Verbal Aspect), Studie a prace linguisticke I, Praha 1954, esp. pp. 200—206. 

2 9 Edited posthumously (Moscow 1957) by V. V. Passek under the title Sintaksis angliy-
skogo yazyka (A Syntax of the English Language). 

3 0 A thoroughgoing investigation into the relations between the linguistic and the non-
linguistic reality is one of the tasks of contemporary linguistics. Cf. J . Nosek, Towards a Sys
tematic Approach in the Theory of English Syntax, Philologica 7/1955 (Supplement to the 
Casopis pro moderni filologii 37/1955), p. 71. 

3 1 Cf. J . Nosek, 1. c, p. 74. 
3 2 In The Modern English Verb—Adverb Combination, Stanford University Publications, 

University Series, Language and Literature, Vol. I, No. 1, Stanford, California 1920. 
3 3 J . A. Zhluktenko, O taknazyvaemych 'slozhnych glagolach' tipaSTAND UP v sovremen-

nom angliyskom yazyke (On the So-Called Compound Verbs of the Stand-Up Type in Contempo
rary English), Voprosy yazykoznaniya 1954, No. 5, pp. 105—113. 

3 4 J . Peprnik, Problematika sloientfch sloves (On the Problems Concerning the Compound 
Verbs), Sbornik Vysoke Skoly pedagogicki v Olomouci, Jazyk a literatura II, pp. 207—222. 

3 6 On the problem of aspects, see further below p. 86 ff. 
3 8 Following J. Vachek, we define the word as 'an utterance element that refers to some 

meaning and that, acting as one indivisible whole, can more or less freely change its position 
with regard to other elements of the utterance, or at least can (again acting as one indivisible 
whole) be separated from those elements by the insertion of some additional, more or less 
freely interchangeable utterance elements'. (See J . Vachek, Two Chapters on Written English, 
Brno Studies in English I, Prague 1959, p. 32, note 21. 

3 , « As the preceding explanation has shown, the therm 'verb-adverb' combination is 
used here, of course, in a definitely narrower sense than in Kennedy's monograph. 

3 7 Subscribing to V. Mathesius' view that English has no fully developed system of 
aspects (cf., e. g. V. M.'s paper On Some Problems of the Systematic Analysis of Grammar, 
Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague 6, p. 102), we do not consider the possible perfective 
meaning of the separated prefix (as e. g. in up and out) as evidence of a genuine grammatical 
category of aspect. See also pp. 86 ff. Cf. also M. J indra, K otazkdm slovesniho vidu se 
zvldslnim zfetelem k Sestini a angliitinS (Some Remarks concerning Problems of the Verbal 
Aspect with Special Regard to the Czech and English Languages), Universitas Carolina 1956, 
Philologica Vol. 2, No 1, esp. pp. 97, 101-2. 

3 8 For numerous instances of 'verb — separated prefix' combinations of this type, see 
G. Kirchner, Die zehn Hauptverben des Englischen, Halle (Saale) 1952. 

3 9 Cf. A. G. Kennedy, op. cit., p. 29. 
4 0 A. G. Kennedy, op. cit., p. 11. 
4 1 See G. Kirchner, op. cit., p. XIII. 
4 2 Cf. I. Poldauf, Mechanismus slovesny~ch vidu v novi (eitinl (The Mechanism of Verbal 

Aspects in Modern Czech), Gesky casopis filologicktf 1/1942-43, p. 2. See also his papers Spojo-
vdni s pfedponami pfi tvofeni dokonavych sloves v (estinS (Prefixation in the Formation of 
Perfective Verbs in Czech), Slovo a slovesnost 15/1954, p. 49; and The Shares . . . (note29), p. 211. 

4 3 See, e. g., I. Poldauf, Prefixation... (note 42), p. 49. 
4 4 See B. Havranek and others, UEebnice jazyka ieskeho pro 1. tfidu gyrnnasii (A Text-

Book of the Czech Language for the Use of First Forms of Grammar Schools), 3rd ed., Prague 1953. 
4 5 See especially A. Dostal, Studie o vidovem systemu v staroslovlnStini (A Study in the 

Church Slavonic System of Aspect), Prague 1954, esp. pp. 7—57; F. Kopecny, Fundamentals 
of Czech Syntax (note22), esp. pp. 97 — 105; I. Poldauf's studies (note42); B. Trnka's studies, 
O podstati vidu (The Essentials of Aspect), Casopis pro moderni filologii 14/1928, pp. 193—197; 
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PHsp&vky ksyntaktickemuafrazeologicMmu vyvoji slovesa TO HAVE (Studies in the Syntactical 
and Phraseological History of the Verb TO HAVE), Facultas Philosophica Universitatis 
Carolinae Pragensis, V, Prague. 1924, esp. pp. 3—12, and On the Syntax of the English Verb 
from Caxton to Dryden, Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague 3, Prague 1930, esp. pp. 
32—43. In all these studies further references can be found. 

" Cf. V. Mathesius, On Some Problems ... (note 3 7), p. 102. 
4 7 See, e. g., F. Kopefiny, Fundamentals of Czech Syntax (note 2 2), p. 98. 
4 9 Cf. I. Poldauf, The Mechanism... (note 4 2), p. 3. 
4 9 These facts have been pointed out by other scholars (see notes 47> 4 8); they have had, 

however, to be recalled here for the sake of the comparison in hand. 
5 0 Cf. G. Kirchner, Die zehn Hauptverben . . . (note 3 8), p. XIV ff. 
6 1 The forms of the shift towards nominal expression called forth by the increasing seman

tic dependence of the English verb on the context are so manifold that they would require 
a special study. 

5 1 a The terminology employed here in regard to FSP is the same as that used in the 
first instalment (cf. p. 75). 

6 2 Formed after B. Havranek and others, A Text-Book... (note44), p. 126. 
6 3 See B. Havranek and others, A Text-Book... (note44), p. 125. 
5 4 Cf. F. KopeSny, Fundamentals of Czech Syntax (note22), p. 98, and V. Mathesius, 

GeUina a obecnij jazykozpyt (The Czech Language and General Linguistics), Prague 1947, p. 197. 
5 5 With capitalization in He and They, quoted from the following respective pages and 

lines of the Collected Stories of Kaiherine Mansfield (note11), and of Katherine Mansfieldo va, 
Zahradni slavnost, transl. by Hana Skoumalova and Aloys Skoumal, VySehrad, Prague 
1962: 210.05/331.17, 211.30/333.12, 228.12/351.03. 

M Further Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the English Verb to be published 
later (probably in the Brno Studies in English, Vol. II). 

See G. O. Curme, A Grammar of the English Language III, Boston 1931, p. 26 ff. 
Cf. also J . Macha8ek, A Contribution to the Problem of the So-Called Copulas in Modern 
English, Philologica Pragensia 11/59, pp.14—20. 

8 8 V. Mathesius, 0 nomindlnich tendencich v slovesni predikaci novoanglicki (On Nominal 
Tendencies in New English Verbal Predication), Sbornik filologicky 4/1913, pp. 326—339; 
J. Vachek, Some Thoughts... (note17); J . Vaohek, Lingvistickd charakteristika souiasnl 
anglictiny (A Linguistic Characterology of Contemporary English), Prague 1958, pp. 101—111; 
M. Deutschbein, Neuenglische Stylistik, Leipzig 1932, pp. 137 ff. 

5 9 See note 5 9 and also R. Barak, Nomindlni tendence anglicH predikace (Nominal Tenden
cies in English Predication), Cizi jazyky ve Skole 2/1958, pp. 146—152. 

6 0 See J . Vachek, Some Thoughts ... (note17), p. 63. 
8 1 V. Mathesius, Pozndmky o tak zvani ellipse a o anglickych v&dch neslovesnljch (Notes 

on the So-Called Ellipsis and on English Verbless Sentences), Sbornik filologicky 2/1911, pp. 
215—234. See also J . Peprnik, Nomindlni vfty v moderni anglicke prdze (Nominal Sentences 
in Modern English Prose), A Summary of a Doctoral Dissertation, Casopis pro moderni filo-
logii 34/1950-1951, pp. 40-41. 

6 2 V. Mathesius, op. cit., p. 219. 
8 3 V. Mathesius, op. cit., p. 225. 
8 4 We are well aware that verbless sentences are often resorted to as a special stylistic 

device. The fact, however, that English employs them on a larger scale than Czech (see the 
main text below) seems to be in connexion with the general character of English, which 
gives the shift towards nominal expression far greater play than Czech. 

9 6 See J . Vachek, A Linguistic Characterology... (note58), p. 90, and J . Peprnik, op. 
cit., p. 41. 

8 6 On the primitive character of verbless sentences and on their dependence on the context, 
see F. Travnifiek, Neslovesne v&y v le&tinl I (Verbless Sentences in Czech I), Opera Facul-
tatis Philosophicae Universitatis Masarykianae Brunensis, No. 31, Brno 1930, p. 6. 

8 7 Cf. A. I. Smirnitskiy, A Syntax... (note29), p. 134. 
8 9 This is not at variance with the statement on the strikingly high frequency of conden-

sators in English. On the contrary, it rather corroborates it. The frequent use of English 
infinitives, gerunds and participles as partial conveyers of predicative categories is doubtlessly 
due to their capability of performing this function. This is to say that though not fully 
and adequately, the English infinitives, gerunds and participles are capable of at least 
partially indicating the mentioned principal correlation of thought and reality. All this 
bears out the paramount importance of a fully adequate expression of this correlation. 

8 9 See Universal Negation... (note 9), p. 70. 
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7 0 Cf. V. Mathesius, Double Negation and Grammatical Concord, Melanges van Ginneken, 
Paris 1937, pp. 79 ff. 

7 1 The decrease in the communicative value of the English verb is not so marked in cases 
where the negativing not (I do not call) occurs within the verbal form. A comparison with 
Czech, however, would show that a certain amount of decrease is observed even here. This 
is due to the relative independence of the English negativing not of the entire verbal form; 
the item not has to be regarded as a separate word, while its Czech counterpart ne- (nevoldm) 
serves as an inseparable prefix (see J . Vachek, op. cit., p. 54). For lack of space, we cannot 
deal with this problem in greater detail. 

7 2 Cf. the degrees of CD of the hundreds of times and stokrdt in the following instances: 
Nejv&H pfekvapeni cestovatele je, najde-li v cizi zemi to, o £em stokrdt ietl, nebo co stokrdt videl 
(K. Capek, Anglicke listy, Borovy, Prague 1947, p. 9); The greatest surprise for a traveller is 
when he discovers in a foreign country what he has read about or seen in pictures hundreds of 
times (K. Capek, Letters from England, transl. by Paul Selver, Bles, London 1945, p. 10). 
The semantic relation between hundreds of times/stokrdt and the verb seen/vidil is such as to 
allow the item coming second to attain a higher degree of CD; consequently, in English it is 
hundreds of times, but in Czech vidil that becomes rheme proper of the respective sentence. — 
For the mentioned relation between the adverb and the verb and for more comment on the 
quoted instances, see our Thoughts on the Communicative Function of the Verb... (see p. 74), 
pp. 14 ff. and 27, respectively. 

D A L S 1 M Y S L E N K Y 0 K O M U N I K A T I V N I F U J V K C I 
A N G L I C K E H O S L O V E S A 

Clanek zkouma anglicky posun od vyjadfovani slovesneho k vyjadfovani jmennemu a pfi-
hlizi take k pomerum ceskym. Nulovy stupen tohoto posunu jevi ty pfipady, v nichz sloveso 
v aktu sdeleni plni maximalne mozny po&et kvalitativne nejzavaznejsich funkci. Autor 
pfitom zkouma slovesne funkce z hlediska vetne stavby mluvnicke a semanticke, jakoz 
i z hlediska funkcni vetne perspektivy. Z tohoto poslednflio hlediska plni sloveso kvalitativne 
nejzavaznejsi funkci tehdy, vystupuje-li jako nositel vlastniho jadra. Z hlediska semantickeho 
je funkce slovesa kvalitativne tim zavaznejsi, cim vetsi kvantum vyznamu je sloveso schopno 
tlumofiit. Z hlediska gramatickeho pak jeho kvalitativni zavaznost stoupa s poctem grama
tickych kategorii, ktere je schopno vyjadfovat. Jakekoli snizeni kvality slovesne funkce nebo 
dokonce vyvazani slovesa z jiste funkce oslabuje komunikativni hodnotu slovesa a pfispfva 
tak k posunu od slovesneho vyjadfovani. 

Autor se pokousi podat pudorys posunu pfedevsim v oblasti gramaticke a semanticke. 
Zjistuje, ze se jak v angliJtine, tak v cestine otviraji moznosti posunu k jmennemu vyjadfo
vani, ale ze oba jazyky se od sebe kvalitativne lisi ve stupni i zpusobu jejich realizace. 

Tak se v angli6tin6 s daleko vetsim durazem net v ceStine uplatnuje tendence fonnaine 
vydelovat a neopakovat jednotlive vyznamove prvky (at uz gramaticke nebo lexikalni). 
Vyznamova slozka anglickeho slovesneho tvaru se velmi intensivne uvoliiuje z funkce nositele 
ctyf zakladnich kategorii (osoby, cisla, 8asu a zpusobu). Tak proti Cestine je anglifitina bohata 
na slovesne tvary, v nichz vyznamova sloika pfestala byt nositelkou uvedenych ctyf kate
gorii. Tim se vyznamova slozka dostava do blizkosti oblasti neslovesne. Tendence vydelovat 
a neopakovat jednotlive vyznamove prvky jde tak daleko, ze nekdy neni anglicky predikafcni 
slovesny tvar schopen vyjadfit osobu a cislo a pfestava tak byt verbem finitem v pravem 
slova smyslu. Presto je vsak tfeba zduraznit, ze i v anglictine zustava sloveso nejadekvatnej-
sim nositelem predikacnich kategorii casu a zpusobu a tim i gramatickym centrem vety. 

Posun k jmennemu vyjadfovani je v anglifitine podporovan i vyberem slovesnych typu. 
Zvlast pozoruhodne k posunu pfispiva velmi produktivni typ slovesnych kombinaci typu 
stand up, a to zejmena tehdy, tvofi-Ii zikladni slozku takovych konstrukci jedno z hojne se 
vyskytujicich semanticky slabych sloves, jako get, make, put, take atd. Postpositivni Jastice tu 
je do zna6ne miry nositelkou lexikalnich funkci, viibec se vSak formalne nepodili na nositelstvi 
gramatickych kategorii. To vede k oslabeni komunikativni hodnoty slovesa, a to z hlediska 
jak lexikalniho, tak funkcni perspektivy vetne. Nazorne to vysvita zvlaste ze srovnani po-
psanych slovesnych kombinaci s fieskymi pfedponovymi slovesy. 

Pfi dalsim posunu k jmennemu vyjadfovani se sloveso stava pouhym vydelenym nositelem 
gramatickych kategorii; lexikalni vyznam pfitom pfechazi na slozky neslovesne. Pfes tzv. 
vetne kondensatory (hlavne pfechodniky, infinitivy a gerundia) vede posun k vetam neslo-
vesnym, v nichz je komunikativni hcdnota slovesa nulova. Vety neslovesne vsak — i kdyz 
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jsou v anglictinS hojnejSi nez v ceStine — svou predikacni neadekvatnosti ukazuji na meze 
dane posunu k nominalnimu vyjadfovani. Ty to meze jsou dany potfebou, aby v promluvfi byl 
dostate8ny po6et predika&nich slovesny"ch tvaru, ktere jsou jedinymi nositeli dvou nej-
zavaznCjsich predikaSnich kategorii (casu a zpusobu). 

Naznafieny posun ma v angliCtine take sve dusledky v rovine funkSni vetne perspektivy. 
Semanticke vyprazdnov&ni anglickeho slovesa a jeho pevne postavenl v slovnim pofadku 
vede k tomu, ze se anglicke sloveso v daleko vfitSi mife nez sloveso ceske stava prostou sloikou 
pfechodovou. Je tedy zfejme, ze zfetelnŷ  posun k jmennemu vyjadrovani je v anglickem 
jazykovem systemu zpusoben zfetelnym oslabovanim komunikativni hodnoty anglickeho 
slovesa jak v oblasti gramaticke a lexikalni, tak i v oblasti funkfini perspektivy vetne. 

A A J I b H E t t m H E MblCJIH O K O M M y H H K A T H B H O H O Y H K I I H H 
A H r j i H B c K o r o r j i A r o j i A 

npe«naraeMaa CTaTbH paccMBTpnBaeT cABnr OT rnarojibHoro cnocoCa BLipaweHHa 
K HMeHHOMy B u p a w e H m o B aHrjinficKOM H3MKe; OHa HMeeT B BH/iy TaKHte nojioHceHne 
B lemcKOM n3tiKe. 

HyjieByio c T y n e H t B cABnre or r n a r o j i b H o r o B t i p a w e H H n K HOMHHajitHOMy HBJIHIOT 
CO6OK> TaKHe c j i y n a n , B KOToptix rjiaroji B aKTe cooSiuenna BbinojiHaeT B BUCOICH C T C -
neHH B03MO)KHoe KO.'iHiecTBo KaqecTBeHHo Han6ojiee 3HaiHMbix <pyHKn,nii. IIpH 3TOM 
aBTop HccTCAyeT r j i a r o i i b H u c <$yHKU,HH c T O I K H 3peHHn rpaMMaTHTOCKoro H ceMan-
THnecKoro CTpoeHHH npejiJioHteHHfl, a TaKHte c T O V K H 3peHHa $yHKHHOHajibHOH nep-
c n e K T H B u npefljio>KeHHH. C nocneAHei i TOHKH 3pe.HHa r n a r o j i BbinonHHeT K a i e c r -
BeHHO nan6ojiee 3Ha*iHMyio (pyHKumo Torfla, ecjiH OH BbicTynaeT B KanecTBe co6cTBeH-Horo 
a A pa BbicKa3HBaHHH. C ceMaHTHHecKoii TOMKH 3peHHd (pyHKunn r n a r o j i a TeM 3HainMee, 
neM Gojibme K o n n i e c T B o 3HaHeHHH, K O T o p u e M o r y T 6biTb oxBaqeHM raaronoM. HaKOHen, 
c rpaMMaTH^iecKon TOMKH 3peHHH KanecTBeHHaa 3HaiHMOCTb r n a r o j i a yne j iHiHBaeTcn no 
Mepe Toro , KaK yBejiH'iHBaeTcn KOjin^iecTBO rpaMMaTHqecKHX K a T e r o p n a , KOTOpi.ie OH crro-
cooeH BbipawaTb. JIio6oe nomimeHHe Ka'iecTBa r j i a r o j i b u o i i <pyHKn,HH HJIH flawe ynpa3AHe-
Hue onpeAejieHHoii (pyHKuim r n a r o n a 0CJia6jiHer KOMMyHHKai'HBHyio ueHHOCTb r jrarona 
H cnocoScTByeT, TaKHM o6pa30M, c A B H i y OT r j iaro ; ibHoro Bbipaweei ia . 

ABTop n u r a e T C H HccjieAOBaTb aBneHHH cflBHra npewAe Bcero B r p a M M a T H i e c K o i t 
H cc iaaHTHiecKOH oSnacTax. O H ycTaHaBJiHBaeT, HTO KaK aHrj in f i cKan , TaK H ' lenicKan 
iiaiJKOBtie cHCTeMbi pacno. iaraHiT onpefleneHHUMH BOSMOJKHOCTHMH c A B n r a K HOMHHaJib-
HOMy BLipaweHino, oAHaKO 06a n3biKa B Ka*iecTBCHHOM OTHouienHH 0TJiH»iaK)TCH Apyr OT 
/ i p y r a HMeHHO B CTeneiiH H cnoco6e H X peajin3an;nn. 

TaK, B aHrjiHflcKOM n3MKe c ropa3flo oojihuieii CHJIOH, l ieM B neuicKOM, HMeeT MecTO 
TeHACHUKH (j>OpMaHbHO BblflejItlTb H He IIOBTOpHTb OTAejIbHbie HHaiHMbie 3JieMeHTbI (JIH6O 
rpaMMaTH'iecKoro , im5o ;ieKCH>iecKoro xapaKTepa) . B H a i H i n a a cocTaBHan MacTb aHrj in f i -
c K o i i r j i aro j ibHoi i (jtopMU BectMa nacTO ynpa3AHaeTCii H3 (pyHKirnn HOCHTejin lerapex 
O C H O B H H X KaTeropHH (jiHua, MHcna, BpeineHH H HaKjioHCHirn). TaKHM oGpa30M, B o T J i m n e 
OT MeracKoro aHrjiHHCKHii H3MK 6oraT rjiaronbHUMH (JopMaMH, B K O T o p u x 3na iHMaf l co-
CTaBHan 'iacTb nepecTaJia 6 u T b HocHTCJieM yK83aHHbix l e T u p e x K a T e r o p n i i , H nonasaeT 
B HenocpcflcTBCHHyio 6jjH30CTb K Heraaroj ibHoi i oSjiacTH. CTpesuieHHe K BbiAe.ieHHio 
H nenOBTOpeHHK) OTAeJILHblX 3Ha<lHMbIX 3JleMeHTOB AOXOAHT HHOTfta AO TOrO, UTO aHI'JIHH-
C K a n npeAHKaTHBHaa (popMa He cnocoSHa Bbipa3HTb .IHHO H 'incjro H nepecTaeT 6biTb, cjie-
AOBaTe^bHO, onpeAeJiemioH raarojibHofl ^ o p M o i i B HacToameM c.MMcjie cnoBa. GneAyeT, 
OAHaKO, noA ' i epKnyTb, TTO aHrj in i i cKHH r j iaro j i ocTaeTcu HanCo.iee aA3KBaTHbiM HOCH-
TeJieM npeAHKaTHBHwx KaTeropHi i BpeMci in H HaKjioHenHH H , T C M caMMM, TaKHte r p a M -
MaTH'iecKHM cpeAOTOiweM npeAJio>KeHHH. 

C A B H r K HOMHHaJibHOMy BupaweHino B aHi'jmiicKOM H3WKC noAAepHtHBaercH Tanwe 
IIOAOOPOM rj iaroj ibHbix THIIOB. OCO6CHHO HarjiaAHO CABHry cnoco6cTByeT BecbMa n p o -
A y K T H B H u i i THn r j iarbJ ibHux ivOM6nHauHH ™ n a stand up, oco6eHHO T o r A a , ecjiH OCHOBHOH 
KOMITOHCHT T a K n x KOHCTpyKi ia i i npeACTaBjieH O A H H M HS i a c T o BCTpeqaiomnxcn ceMaHTH-
•ICCKH cjiaSbix rnaroJiOB, KaK-TO get, m a k e , put , take n T. A- ITOCTIIO3HTHBHMH aneMeHT 
B 3HaiHTeJIbH0H CTenCHH flBJIHCTCa HOCHTCvieM JICKCHMCCKHX 4»yHKUHli, 0AH8K0 OH BOBCO 
HO npHHHMaeT y q a c T n a B (popMajibHOM BwpaweH nn rpaMMaTHMecKHX K a T e r o p n i i . 3TO Bjie-
ueT 3a co6o i i ocna6jieHne KOMMyHHKaTHBHoii ueHHOCTH raarojia, KaK c j i eKCHiecKoi i 
TOHKH 3peHHfi, TaK c TO I IKH apeHHii (|(yHKD;HonajibHoii nepcneKTHBi. i . BbicKasaHHbifl (paKT 
HarjiflAHMM o6pa30M noATBepwAaeTca B ocoGeHHOcTH n p n cpaBHeHnn onncaHHt ix nia-
ro^bHbix KOMSHHauHii c MeuicKHMH npHCT&BOMHbiMH r . iaro; iaMH. 

7 Sbornik FF, A 7 
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Ilpn AajiHHeiiuieM c;(BHre K HOMHHa.ibHOMy Bi jpaweHioo r j i a r o . i i ipcBpauiaeTCH B O « -
HOPO TOJibKO BwaejieHHoro HOCHTenn rpaMiwaTHHecKHX K a i e r o p H i i ; j i e K c n i e c K H 3uaHHMOe 
coflepmaHHe w e nepexoflHT n p a STOM Ha HeraarojifcHMe ajieineHTij. Hepe3 nocpe,ncTBo 
T8K Has. KOHflCHcaTopoB npe,n;:io}KeHHH (rjiaBHMM o6pa30M jieenpHqacTHit, H H ^ H H H T H B O B 
H repyHjnieB) , ocymecTBjmeTCH cflBHr K HerJiaroJifaHUM npeflJioHteHHHM, B K O T o p H x K O M -
MyHHKHTHBHaH neHHOCTb r j i a r o n a HBjmeTCH HyJieaoi i . HerjiaronbHtie npef lnoweHHH, 
oflHaKo, — X O T H O H H B aHrjiHHCKOM H3tiKe BCTpeiaioTCH name, HeM B l e i n c K O M — 6 j i a -
rof lapn csoeif npeflHKaTHBHoii HeaflSKBaTHOcra CBHfleTejitcTByiOT o npeflexrax c f lBnra 
K HOMimaJibHOMy BbipaweHmo. O H H o 6 y c n o B j i e H H noTpe6HocTt io H a J i H i s n B BbicKaabi-
BaHUH flocTaTOiHoro KOJiniecTBa npeflHKaTHBHMx rj iaronbHbix <|>opM, K O T o p u e H HBJIHIOT-
C H e^HHCTBeHHO aA3KBaTHbiMH HOCHTejinMH flByx Han6oJiee BawHbix, 3HaHHMbix npe; iH-

HBTHBHblX KaTerOpHH (BpeMeHH H HaKJIOHeHHH). 
O T M e i e H H H H cuBar B aHrjiHHCKOM n3UKe BefleT TaKHte K onpefleJieHHMM uocJieflCTBmiM 

B n j i o c K o c , ™ $yHKnnoHaJibHOH n e p c n e K T H B H npeflJioweHHH. OwiaSneHHe ceMaHTHHecKoii 
H a r p y s K H aHraHHCKOro iv iaroj ia H ero n p o i H o e MecTonoJioweHHe B nopaf lKe CJIOB BJieieT 
aa CO6OH TO oScTOHTOJitcTBO, I T O aHraHHCKHH r j i a r o j i B ropa3flo 6oj ibuiei i Mepe, *ieM 
•leuicKHH r j i a r o n , cTaHOBH-rcn n p o c T o i i nepexoflHoii l a C T w o BbicKasbiBaHHn. O ^ G B H ^ H O , 
•ITO riBHMH CflBHr B aHrjIHHCKOH H3UK0B0H CHCTeMe K HOMHHajIbHOMy BbipaWeHHK) BU3IJ-
BaeTcn OTMeTJiHBUM 0CJia6jieHHeM KOMMVHHKaTHBHOH neHHOCTH aHrj iHHcKoro r n a r o j i a , 
KaK B rpaMMaTHiecKOH a j ieKcn'iecKOH ODJIBCTHX, TaK H B oCjiacTH $yHKUHOHaJibHon n e p -
c n e K T H B u npeflj ioweHHH. 

Hepeneji Po.uan Mpasen 


